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went winding into the interior in long river-like strips,

or expanded. within. into friths and lakes. . In one cornei

there stood a heap of stones, in another a thicket of furze,

here, a piece of bog, there abroken bank of clay.'-. The

implements,. too, with which the fields were labored were

quite. as uncouth in their.. appearance as the fields them-

selves..* There was the single-stilted plough, that did little

more than scratch the surface; the wooden-toothed hat'

row, that did, hardly' so much;-'the cumbrous sledge, -no

inconsiderable load of itself, - for carrying home the corn

in harvest; " and-the - basket-woven conical cart; with its

rollers of wood, for bearing out the manure in spring.

With these, too, there was the usual misproportion to the

extent and produce of the farm of lean, inefficient cattle,

four half-starved animals performing with incredible labor

the work of one. And yet, now that a singularly inven

tive mind had come into existence on this very farm, and

though its attentions had been directed, as far as external

influence could direct them, on the various employments
of the-farmer, the interests of husbandry were to be in no

degree improved by the circumstance. Nature, in the midst

of her wisdom, seems to 'cherish a dash of the eccentric.

The ingenuity of the farmer's son was to be employed,' not

in facilitating the labors of the fatmer, but 'in inventing

binnacle-lamps which' would yield an undiminished light
amid the agitations of a.tempest, and in constructing mat"

iners' compasses on a new principle.. There are instances

of a similar character furnished by the expei4énce of althost

every one In 'passing some: years since over a dreary
moor in the interior of the"country,-our curiosity was ex

cited by a miniature mast, furnished, like that 'of. a 'ship,
With shrouds and yards, - bearing a-top a gaudy 'pinnet,
which we saw, beside a little Highland cottage;- and on
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